Annual Horticulture Crops: $250/project or acre. This includes tillage, irrigation (trickle, solid set), plastic laying, and an operator for waterwheel/drill planting. $300/acre or project for projects that involve extra farm labor including but not limited to compost application, landscape fabric and row cover installation, harvest for data collection, and treatment spray applications (investigator must be present for all data collection and treatment activities).

Perennial Horticulture Crops: $250/project or acre. This includes initial establishment, and maintenance pruning, pesticide applications, and watering. $300/acre or project for projects that involve extra farm labor including but not limited to harvest for data collection, treatment spray applications, and treatment pruning or plant manipulation (investigator must be present for all data collection and treatment activities).

Annual Agronomic Crops: $250/project or acre. This includes initial tillage, and irrigation installation (irrigation operated by researcher). $300/project or acre for projects that involve extra farm labor. This includes but not limited to irrigation operation and projects using the linear irrigator. (Note, all planting, spray applications and harvests will be completed by the investigator.)


High Tunnels (36’x90’): $650/season. Includes tunnel maintenance, tillage, irrigation installation, and plastic laying.

Large High Tunnel (42’x96’): $950/season. Includes tunnel maintenance, tillage, irrigation installation, and plastic laying.

Walk-in coolers (data crops and research plant storage): $60/minimum charge or by the month. No proportional rate.

Aquatic Research Facility: $1000/year or $250/pond/year. Includes one refill after drain for animal harvest, and mowing. Additional fills are $100/pond/fill

Turtle Ponds: $1000/year or $250/pond/year. Includes one refill after drain for animal harvest, and mowing. Additional fills are $100/pond/fill.

Electric Fence: $20/roll rental (rolls are 100’ in length). Includes installation.

Pressure Regulator and filter stick: $45/field. Includes installation and maintenance. Does not include daily filter cleaning.